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The Seventh Georg Weinb1um Memorial Lecture:

SURFACE WAVES FROM THE RAY POINT OF VIEW

Marshall P. Tu1in 1
Presidentia1 Professor

INTRODUCTION

In commenting on a paper of Bessho (1966), Georg Weinb1um noted:

"Science is subject to fashion as much as other human activities. Recent1y the
thin ship and surrogates have comp1ete1y dominated the fie1d, but in the twenties
(and ear1ier) the pressure system has been considered as being an equa11y impor-
ta nt hydrodynamic model (at least in princip1e) as the Michell ship, especially
suitab1e for picturing fast shal10w-draft and planing vesse1s. By Dr. Bessho's
paper asound equi1ibrium has been established. The present speaker had empha-
sized the simi1arity of the Hogner and the Miche11 integral (Zamm, 1930) and thus
inspired Sir Thomas Havelock to derive the simple relation between source-sink
distributions a and pressure systems p

4npga = c QE.
"ax

These days the fashion in ship waves has been very much with so-ca11ed low-speed theories,
which can be imp1emented through digital computation. The question has arisen, Keller (1979), as
to the nature of true asymptotic low speed theory. In that paper he proposed a ray theory. In
the present paper, which I have prepared especia11y for this lecture, I have chosen to explore the
ray theory and to begi n by combi ni ng i t with a very 01d fashi oned subject, and one which ear1y
attracted the attention of Weinb1um himse1f, the waves made by a moving pressure patch. In this
case, assuming light 10ading, linearizing assumptions are valid and the theory takes a simple
form. It is therefore very useful for sharpening our too1s and insight.

After that start we tackle the ship problem, as Keller a1ready has. We made no assumptions
concerning the thickness of the ship. We repeat some of his findings. We also find some waves
issuing from a limited portion aft and from the ends. We have formu1ae for these waves. At the
ends the situation is, however, ambiguous because of insufficient know1edge of the displacement
flow giving rise to the waves.

A few words concerning ray theory. Its antecedents are found in geometrical optics. In
dispersive systems it arises with group velocity as a product of asymptotic integration and is
inherent in Kelvin (W. Thomson) (1887) and Havelock (1908), and 1ater works, and then much later
in Stoker (1957) who considered the wave pattern created by a ship moving in a curved trajectory.
All of these assumed no displacement f10w in the water. But in problems of optics and acoustics,
the inhomogeneity of the medium had long been considered. For dispersive systems, at least for
ship waves, this was first discussed and the basic relations given by Urse11 (1960), and indepen-
dently by Whitham (1961). At about the same time, the fundamentals of the interaction between
waves and currents were laid out in aseries of important papers: Longuett-Higgins and Stewart
(1960,1961) and Whitham (1960,1962); see also the discussion in Phillips (1966). The basic
assumption of the ray theory is that the waves are short in comparison to the scale over which the
f10w changes (it is this assumption which is at question near the ends of the ship), so that the
waves may be assumed to have 10ca11y the same dispersive relation as in undisturbed water (it is
this assumption which Eggers (1981) questions at the bow of a ship).

1 Department of Mechanical and Environmenta1 Engineering
University of California, Santa Barbara, Ca1ifornia 93106
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A detailed study of the impl ications of ray theory for ship waves was begun and later ex-
tended by Keller (1974, 1979), while the actual application was begun by Inui and Kajitani (1977)
who assumed the waves generated as in 1i near theory and ut i 1i zed ray theory to ca 1cul ate the
bending of the rays. Yim (1981) has later made extensive ray tracing studies in the same spirit.

Here we are motivated to understand how ships generate waves, in this case in the true low
speed limit; as many questions are eventually raised as are answered.

1. WAVES GENERATED BY A STEADY MOVING PRESSURE PATCH IN THREE DIMENSIONS

Introduction

The problem of the waves generated by a moving real ship contains serious non-linear fea-
tures. On the other hand, the waves generated by apressure patch of finite size moving on top of
the water surface can perhaps be treated using linearizing assumptions, provided that the magni-
tude of the pressures are sui tab ly sma11. And the so 1ut ion to thi s problem can yi e 1d val uab 1e
understanding of wavemaking, just as Ke1vin's treatment in 1887 of a concentrated pressure patch.
This is certain1y the reason why Georg Weinb1um (1930) undertook to study this problem. Much
1ater it became of some importance in connection with the performance of air cushion vehic1es 1ike
the Hovercraft, and was studied by several workers, notab1y Nick Newman(1962).

Here we study this problem using ray (asymptotic) techniques and obtain some important re-
sults; then we go on to the case of areal ship, which is considerably more complicated; but
non-1 i near effects can be treated with i nterest i ng resu1 ts. These ray techni ques which we use,
first in the linear pressure patch case and then in the non-linear ship case, are generally app1i-
cab1e in the limit of smal1 Froude number.

The usua1 linearizing assumptions which we emp10y in the pressure patch problem are: i) the
deep water waves propagate 10cal1y as progressive waves of smal1 amplitude'2for which the disper-
s ion re 1at ion between the wave frequency, w, and wave number, k, i s: w = gk; i i) waves are
generated at each point on the free surface under the pressure patch, and the amplitude of the
generated waves i s proport i ona 1 to the excess pressure , p , associ ated with the patch; i i i) the
waves generated at each point add linear1y; iv) the wave~, once generated, propagate over the
water surface as if it were at rest. The last assumption is decisive and is equivalent to
assuming that the moving pressure patch does not induce any significant motion in the water, aside
from the waves themse1ves. This is certainly not true in the case of displacement ships, where
the water is forced to go around the ship as we11 as to issue waves; we shal1 correct for this
vital difference 1ater.

We imagine a patch of constant press ure moving over the water at a speed U(t), from right to
1eft a10ng the x-axis, Figure 1.1. Our technique will be to observe the waves, ~(t), arriving at
an observer point, P(x,z) = t, at a distance of many wavelengths from the moving press ure patch.
We assume to begin with that these waves can arrive a10ng any ray passing from the observer point
to the pressure patch (later we show that only distinct rays contribute at any time, t). We
designate the rays by their angle of inc1ination, ß, to the horizontal axis. In our present
approximation, since no motion occurs in the water to bend the rays, they are straight 1ines.

The Far Field Plane Wave Spectrum

An e1ementa1 radial wave is generated as if by a concentrated imposition of press ure p (a
de lta funct ion) at each poi nt of the water over which the pressure patch passes. Those w9J.ves
generated a10ng a fixed ray bund1e (origin at 0 of mean ray angle ß and width, (t-t')dß, and
observed at the fixed point, t(x,z), can be represented as an integration of the generator points,
t', a10ng the mean ray, and over time, t' < t:

s!!:l(e t,ß)
dß

t tu
= R .fdt'f :0 [A](t-t')i ei{k(t-t')-w(t-t')}dt'

t~

C (k) = ~
9 t-t

[1.1]

where ti are the intersections of the ray with the upper and lower boundaries of the patch, and
C = dwTd~. The function [A] is found from the asymptotic (ray) theory solution for the wave due
t8 a concentrated imposition of pressure. It is, see Havelock (1908) or Lamb (1932):

[A] = g(t-tl)3/27/2n(t-t,)4 = 9/27/2n(t-t')C3
9

[1. 2]
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The result of this collection of waves generated within the ray bundle is a plane wave of
wave number k and amplitude, Amp(ß):

~= R . [{Amp(ß)}ei[k~-wt]]; far field [1. 3]

It was originally pointed out by TgQmas Havelock (1934), that the far field wave may be repre-
sented by a distribution (spectrum, ~) of such waves:

n
,,(L t) ~

~ ~ (L t,ß)dß [1. 4]

and the wave resistance (in the case of uniform motion) given simp1y as:

n
2

f
2 2 3Res. = npUo [R . {Amp (ß)} + I . {Amp(ß)}]cos ßdß

n/2

[1. 5]

resistance is

Q!1 (~,t,ß)
dß

t

f
p if ifQ.

~ R. p~ {[A(~-~~; t-t')](~-~~).e u-[A(~-~Q; t-t')](~-~Q).e }dt' [1.6]

*where: f Q. = k(~-~* Q)-w(t-t'), and ~ Q refer to the intersection of the ray with the patch
boundary a~.'time t'. u, u,

We see, [1. 6], that waves seem to ori gi nate onlyon the boundary of the pressure patch.

Radiation from the Boundary: Ray Theory

The integration of these wave generators (i.e. in t') represented by [1.6] is faci1itated by
the app 1i cat ion of Ke1vi n' s method of stat i onary phase, see Stoker (1957); thi s method assumes
asymptotic conditions; i.e. that the wave length is much shorter than the range of integration and
that [A] varies slowly enough. We recall for reference, if:

t2

b(O = R.f a(Lt')eitjJ(Lt')dt'

tl

then,

i{tjJ(~,t )+n/4 sgn tjJ~}
2n ~b(O~R.~e s

a(~,ts)[TWT] +

itjJ(t, t )
f(}I3) 6 1/3+ R . l e

p
'a(L t) 3 (piiI)p

[1. 7]
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where ~~ = ~ (t ) = 0, defines the points t'=t where the dominant contribution to the integral
ari ses when IV""# cj; and where ~I = ~' = 0 defi ne% the poi nts t = t where the dominant contri bu-
tion arises ~en ~" = 0; i.e. ;If~" ~ 0 sum on1y over s, and whenP~" = 0, sum on1y over p. In
this 1atter case, fays focus by bu~ching and the resu1tant wave is mÖre observable. This condi-
tion is ca11ed a caustic.

Upon app1ying Ke1vin's method to the integration of the boundary waves, [1.6], we find the
main contribution arising from points where (stationary phase point):

df
d~!~ =~ {k(t-t~ ~)-w(t-t')} = 0,

or,

dt*u ~ _ /~ - w k = Cp(k) [1.8]

where Cis the phase velocity of the wave; thi s condi ti on defi nes the wave number of the wave
arisingPat each point of the path boundary; i.e. the phase velocity of the outgoing boundary wave
is equal to the velocity of the boundary a10ng the ray.

We have so far considered an arbitrary velocity of the pressure patch. When the patch moves
with constant horizontal speed, U , then all of the waves in the resu1ting pattern must be sta-
tionary in body coordinates (the ~ame of reference moving with the patch) and it fo110ws that the
phase speed, C , of the wave trave1ing along a ray at angle ß (Figure 1), is:p

C (k) = -U cosßp 0 [1. 9]

Thi s fo 11ows from th~ fac~
ß

that the frequency of wave encounter to an observer trave 1i ng wi th
velocity V

b is: klV b
.e -C

I
.os os p

Notice that for waves moving outward toward the observer point above the patch, C > 0, so
that n/2 < ß < n. These waves may be c1assified in the usua1 way: those trave1ing on ra~ c10sest
to the vertica1 (divergent waves) are short, while those on rays c10sest to the horizontal
(transverse waves) are 10ngest.

This condition of stationarity, [1.9], when combined with the stationary phase condition,
[1.8], leads to a relationship between the 10cal ray angle, ß(k), and the 10cal patch angle
measured from the horizontal, a*. First it may be shown taking into account the cutting angle, ß,
of the ray as it traces out t n(t') that:

U,-"-

dt* U tana*~_ 0
"')-crrr- - cosB(tanB-tana

U sina*_ 0
- sin(ß-a"')

[1. 10]

and then combi ni ng [1. 8-1. 10] we fi na lly fi nd that the wave number vector i s normal to the
patch boundary! :

(ß-a*) = n/2 [1.11]

This is a resu1t we might have expected. It is well known that in the case of non-dispersive
wave systems (optics or acoustics), that the signal is primari1y due to excitation from the point
on the body which lies c10sest to the observer and therefore arrives on the ray normal to the
body. -

We note: each and every point of a smooth patch boundary produces (at a fixed observer point
above the patch) a single wave (single k, corresponding to ß); however each wave (k) receives a
contribution from all points sharing the same patch boundary angle, a*; the transverse waves arise
particu1ar1y from the blunt ends and the divergent waves from the moderate1y sloped sides. The
waves trave1ing to an observer above the patch will originate from the upper forward and rear aft
sectors of the patch boundary, see Figure 1.2. For smooth shapes, then, each wave will be excited
at two generator points, one in each of the contributing sectors, provided that anormal to the
ray exists (for boundaries with non-b1unt ends, the range of ß will be 1imited). Fina11y a simple
relation exists for the phase velocity at any point: C = U sina.p 0
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The wave energy mov~s away from the boundary generation points, t* Q' along the rays, ß(a*),
at the group velocity, C (k). The waves from each generator point W~"tTthus be seen by an ob-
server moving wJth the p~ssure patch along an angle, ~, to the horizontal, given by the argument
of the vector \, (k)-Uo' The ray ß is thus transformed to body coordinates with the result (we
also use [1. ll])~

.
ß 2

*tan~ = -slnßcos = tana* . [
cos a ]

1+sin2ß 1+cos2a*
[1.12]

We note that the body rays pass through the pressure patch over the forward part of the hull
(~ < a*). Of cour.se this is permitted here.

Caustics

Waves created from different points on the boundary may cross in the water; this is per-
mitted. If they approach tangency whil e mergi ng (bunchi ng), then a caust i cis created; thi s cor-
responds

2d f u ito the zero of (~ 2
) at a stationary phase point, then the waves correspond to the p-waves of

dt"

[1.7]. We differentiate [1.8] again and finally find (we suppress the asterisk on t~ I for sim-
pl icity): '

d2f 2C2 (t I )2
~ - -k { 9 + f"1I } - - k { Uti + f"1I }

2 - (t-t) ~u i - 2(t- ) ~u Idt" u,l' u,i'
[1.13]

so tha~ a caust~c (f" = 0) will form out in the water along every ray originating at a point
where d t /dt' < O~~at is everywhere the patch is concave from within. These caustics repre-
sent the M~~ging of the rays originating at different points along the patch-boundary. They merge
at a finite positi~ along the ray and therefore disappear in the far field; their location is:
(t -t ~ -(t I ) /2t" ,where:c u,i u,i u,i

-U2
t" =+U2dasinß= 0

u,i 0 dx W' [1.14]

where R* is the radius of curvature of the patch, positive when concave from within.

In the far field (t 7 (0), then new caustics will appear upon the vanishing of t~
i'

cor-
responding to points of flatness (R* 7 0). '

The Resultant Amplitude Spectrum for the Boundary Wave

We allow the patch boundary to have both convex and concave regions with a local point of
fl atness separat i ng them. Then the far fi e 1d wave i s obtai ned by combini ng vari ous re 1at ions,
[1.1-1.4], using only the waves in [1.7]. The result for Amp(ß), see the definition according to
[1.3], is:

1
W' > 0,

Amp(ß)= -b [F ][ p- ]
IIR*I

~'
-i[k(yu iCSCß+X" cosß)

vn L 0
e '

u ,i

concave

t~/4] \U, iconvex
[1.15]
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1
w< = 0,

u

Amp(ß) ~ r~~i;g
[FtI3][po]{I('lnß)d2o'/dX'21-1/3.e-l[k(YO""'ß+X;,.,O'ß)]

!

(locally)

Q
[1.16)

- 2 -;J( ~where: Xl ~ is measured aft from the bow; p = p /pU ; R = R*/L; FL (Froude number) = Uo/(gL) ;
and L is ~~~ length of the patch. 0 0 0

In the neighborhood of a point of flatness, the correct resu1t, [1.16], must be used and the
other result, [1.15] (valid e1sewhere), appropriate1y merged with it.

We note: all of the waves are driven by the patch excess pressure, p ; intereference effects
between forward and aft generator points occur and are described by the ~xponential term in each
relation; the strongest wave at low Froude num~;rj, arises from the caustic at the inflection point
Cloca 1 f1 atness) in the boundary shape, O(F11

); for a curved boundary most of the waves are
proportional to the'(loca1 radius of curvatur~)~ and O(FL).

The End Waves

In addition to the foregoing boundary waves, which have arisen from the stationary phase
contribution to the above integral, we must consider the possibility of end waves arising from
integration by parts of the integral over the boundary represent.~d bY2[1.3]. In this case the
result can be represented as a sum of terms with coefficients, k , k ,etc. Again in the far
field the first term is dominant. It is:

~ ~ R
dß

. J
po[AR

) _ [1 1

. [
t

(pk2 c=r: - r::yT] . i
1 kt-w(t-t )]

!

s

p u "p "'Q
e b,s

tb
[1.17]

where Ce is given by [1.9], t' Q by [1.10], and t is the time required for the pressure patch to
cross t'ne ray (we take tb = ~). The far field samp1itude function for the end waves is thus:

i P 2 .
*Amp(ß) ~ ~ (FL) [Gs(ß)' e1kL cosß - Gb(ß)] [1.18]

tl - tl
where G = u Q

b,s
(l-t')(l-t')u Q

forward (bow) and final aft (stern) intersection of a ray with the hull (L*=L for rays suffi-
ciently near the vertical, but may be 1ess than L for rays inclined near the horizontal, whose
initial and/or final intersections may be tangent to the boundary at a point inboard from the bow
and/or stern).

We note that the_ end waves are O(F 2) and therefore weaker at low Froude number
boundary waves. For tl

Q = 1, the statihnary phase point is realized and the correctAmp(ß) is that given b~' [1.15] or [1.16]. For pro1onged flatness at the ends (wedge
special considerations must be made, which we will not undertake here.

t~ Q = t~ Q/C ; and L* is the horizontal distance between the initial, ,p

than the
value of
shapes),

The results given here provide the solution of Weinb1um's problem for sufficiently small
Froude number, a110wing the prediction of both wave patterns around the pressure patch and of the
wave resistance. Some of the important results are: i) waves are generated on the boundary of
the patch and at the ends; ii) for the strongest waves, the boundary wave number vector is normal
to the patch boundary, and transverse waves are generated at the blunt ends and divergent waves on
the near hori zonta 1 si des; i i i) boundary waves observable above the patch ori gi nate on the
forward-upper and near-1ower sides of the patch; iv) for smooth boundaries each boundary wave will
be excited at two generator points, one in each of the contributing sectors; v) the boundary waves
can form caustics in the near field, which can be predicted; vi) the waves from the upper and
lower boundary sectors interfere with each other; vii} the amplitude function of the boundary
waves is weighted locally by the (radius of curvature)~ of the patch boundary and is therefore
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larger where the surface is flat than where it is highly curved; viii) points of local flatness
(inflection) cause stronger waves (caustics) locally than other points; ix) the b~~dary wave
amplitude grows like (F)) except for the inflection point wave which grows like (FL ); x) the
"end" waves originate at" points of inilial or final intersection (or tangency) of a ray with the
press ure patch boundary and grow as (FL ).

The Michell Ship as an Extended Pressure Patch

Finally we should point out that the Michell ship may readily be treated as apressure patch
extending to infinity with varying patch pressure corresponding to (PM/P), where PM is the zero
Froude number (double model) pressure in the field about the Michell 'I'u11. The fa.t field wave,
d~/dß, will be found by integration of the pressure sources a10ng a straight ray characteristic,
ß. When the ray intersect the hull 1ine on the x-axis, then a discontinuity in the pressure
gradient, Vß(PM/P) occurs; otherwise the pressure PM is smooth.

Upon integration by parts a10ng the ray, waves will originate at the hull boundary, driven by
the pressure gradient there: V p = cosß ap/ax+sinß ap/az. Except at the ends of the hu1l, ap/ax
is continuous across the hUl1,ßso that the jump arises from the pressure gradient normal to the
hull, and it is this gradient which drives the hull waves, see Figure 1.3. Immediately at the
ends, the gradient in x becomes discontinuous at a stagnation point, and must be accounted for.

We note that upon i ntegrat i ng these boundary generated waves in tl (al ong the hull), no
stationary phase contributions arise, since the hull is taken on the x-axis (to permit the hul1 to
be distinct from the x axis and otherwise ignore the displacement flow would be inconsistent).
Therefore all of the waves made by a smooth Miche1l hull will arise at the ends as a result of
integration by parts.

2. THE WAVES GENERATED BY A SHIP

Introduction

The flow about a ship differs from that under a moving pressure patch in a number of impor-
tant ways:

a) there exists no externally imposed pressure to drive the waves,

b) the waves which are created must be prevented from crossing the hull, which is of course
impermeable,

c) there exists a substantial flow about the ship, which bends the rays, and,

d) the waves as they trave1 along the rays are effected by the displacement flow and alter
their characteristics.

Our Method, Fundamentals.

These differences are formidable and render the problem non-linear. However, most of these
differences can be conceptua1ly dealt with, as we show below. (The small letters, a.) etc., refer
to the letters above.)

a) We consider that the flow about the ship has been calcu1ated by the method of the
"naive" Froude number expansion (the potential is represented as aseries of terms whose co-
efficients are integer powers of F). The first term, in which the water surface is flat,
represents the zero 2roude number flow about the ship. It produces an el~vation, ~ , of the water
surface which is O(F). This in turn produces a displacement flow of O(F). We shgll assume that
it is this related elevation of the water surface which relaxes and in the process produces a wave
pattern. Note that the elevation is simply, ~ =Pn/pg, where Pn is the pressure in the displa2e-
ment flow. The latter is the double model flo~ t~ zero order i~ F, but differs from it in O(F ).
We discuss at the end of the paper whether the displacement flow calculated in this way is ade-
quate at the points of the bow and stern.

b) Waves of a given far-field wave number direction, ß, which arrive at a distant observer
point, t, above the hull, originate at time t' along some ray, S (ß,tl), which intersects the hull
surface in the time i nterva 1 (tb -t I ), between contact fi rst witR the bow and then with the stern,
Figure 2.1. s

What conditions must be imposed on the wave vector, ~, at the hull? The hu1l is impermeable;
i.e.there can be no energy flux thrqugh it. This condition is automatica1ly satisfied when waves
originate on the hull whose vector K is parallel to the hull, or if their group velocity, c , is
zero. The latter corresponds, we 1ater show, to wave vectors normal to the hu1l. 9
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Does this mean that no other wave vectors are allowab1e at the hull? The answer is no.
iß iß.

The pair of an outgoing wave vector, k = ke 0, and an incoming vector, ke ',whose sum is normal
to the hull is also allowable. In other words, the outgoing vector is the reflection (optical)
from the wall of the incoming vector. Therefore the 10cus, S , along which energy originates for
the observer, must inc1ude an incoming portion, too, for whichOthe preceding conditions are satis-
fied; quite apparently this incoming energy is reflected at the wall toward the observer, see
Figure 2.1

As a resu1t of the ref1ection of the 10cus at the wall, a discontinuity in the gradient of
the pressure occurs on the 10cus at the wall, and we sha11 see that this discontinuity drives the
waves and they appear as if originating at the hull. This is the same result as emerged in the
conceptually simpler case of the Michel1 ship, discussed earlier.

The question of conditions leading to allowable rays is 1ater discussed in the forthcoming
section: The Rays at the Hu1l.

c) There is a free surface velocity
4

ia
q = q e

0
o 0

associated with the displacement flow,

where a is the angle of the flow on the free surface relative to the x-axis; we assume this
angle isOnot significant1y different from the corresponding angle for the projection of the free
surface velocity on the horizontal plane. This velocity is measured relative to ship (moving)
coordi nates and i s therefore stat i onary. At a fi xed poi nt in water (fi xed) coordi nates, there

iö ia
corresponds to it a velocity, ~ = v e 0 = q e 0 - U , which is not stationary, see Figure 2.2.o 0 0 0

The wave energy propagat~s in th~ water .~ith th~ sum of the gr~up velocity, Cg(k), and the
convective velocity, ~. If, C (k) + v = u e' , and C (k) + q = UneY then the ray angles in

o 9 0 IJ 9 0 x-

fi xed coordi nates, IJ, and in shi p coordi nates, coordi nates, Y, everywhere in the fl ow are:

tanlJ =
[sinao(1+cos2ß) - cosaosinßcosß]

[cosa (1+sin2ß) - sina sinßcosß-2U /q ]
o 0 0 0

[2.1]

-{sinßcosßJ
tany =

2{l+sin ßJ -

2+ tana {l+cos ßJo

tana {sinßcosßJo

see Figure 2.3, a most important diagram. To derive [2.1] we have used a resu1t,
Cg = (-qo/2)cos(ß-ao)' derived from stationarity (see d) below).

d) The waves at any point in the flow must be stationary when observed in ship coordinates.
That is:

Cp + v cos(ß-ö ) = -U cosß
o 0 0

[2.2]

This can be shvwn to be equiva1ent to:

1

C = (g/k)~ = -q cos(ß-a )p 0 0 [2.3]

In addition, since k = grad(phase), the condition of irrotationa1ity, Vxk, must be satisfied
in the wave fie1d. In our notation this can be written:

a(k cosß) _ a(k sinß) = 0ay ax [2.4]

When this is expanded and the derivatives ak/ax, ak/ay are substituted with values determined by
differentiating [2.3], then it is found that:
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~ {-q cosßsin(ß-ao)
ay 0

C

~ sinßJ + ~ {+ qosinßsin(ß-ao)
C
..:.QcosßJ = F2

aqo aqo
F = {- cosßcos(ß-a ) ---a + sinßcos(ß-a ) ---a -o y 0 x

aa aa
q cosßsin(ß-a ) ---a

0 + q sinßsin(ß-a ) ---a
0J

o 0 y 0 0 x
[2.5]

Then it can be shown that the characteristic form of this equation is:

dß = F/[C cos(ß-a ) + q cos(y-a
o

)] .dQ 9 0 0
[2.6]

where Q is the distance along the ray, y. This latter equation together with [2.1] and [2.3]
allow the tracing of a ray in the ship' s flow field. Extensive calculations of this kind have
been carried out by Yim (1981).

1

The local wave frequency on a wave, ß, in water coordinates is (wo = (kg)~):

w = wo + kv cos(ß-ö )
o 0

[2.7]

Finally, the wave along a ray in water coordinates can be described in general as:

. . {
s t

'1
~ a(s,t)ellHs,t)~a(s,t)e1

f klJ dS"_fw dt"J
dw ds
dk = dt

IJ
[2.8]

where k , W
f '

q , and ö , determined in water coordinates
U 0 0the apparen wave number along s, k = k cos(ß-IJ).

IJ
The Rays at the Hull

vary along sand with time too; k is
IJ

Under what ci rcumstances can an outgoi ng ray exi st at the hu11, which wi 11 be seen by an
observer above the hull? We should require: i) that the ray in ship coordinates, y, does not lie
inside the hull, and ii) that the energy flow outward along the ray, toward the observer; i.e.
that C > O. The first of these requirements is e~uivalent to: on the upper side of the hu11,
that y~ > a*, and that on the lower side that y* < a. The second of these requirements is equiv-
alent to: R/2 < (ß*-a*) < n, see [2.3]. The asterigks refer to conditions on the hull.

- 0-
We observe the ray diagrams and note that the second requirement above is met between the two

hu11 lines (y* = a*), Figure 2.4, and then that the first of these is met only on the upper sur-
face of the hull, figure 2.3. Therefore, only on the upper surface of the hull can rays originate
which will be seen by an observer above the hull. We notice that this is a different result than
in the pressure patch case, where we had only the second requirement; but in this case it was
a110wed for the rays to cross inside the patch boundary, and in the ship case this kind of be-
havior is forbidden.

Does this mean that ~ wave angle, ß, satisfying the above requirements can exist at each
point on the upper hull? The answer is yes. Of course the range of y possible at a given point
will be restricted to a minimum value, y* = a*, and a maximumvalue corresponding to the peak of
the curve y vs. ß, a* being held fixed (this p~ak corresponds to the caustic curve in Figure 2.4).
Thi s conc 1us ion app fi es as we11 to the ends as e1sewhere, except that at the corner made by a
finite entrance or leaving angle, many flow angles may exist, as we discuss in the next section.

Finally we notice that according to the ray diagram, Figure 2.3, there exists no dependence
of the local flow speed on the relation between the local angles, y, a , and ß. Therefore,
within the assum tions of ra theor, aspects of the flow geometry deterrRined solely by these
varlables not lncludlng ocal wave lengths, which are speed dependent) will not vary with speed
except insofar as a is itself speed dependent. Of course the displacement flow is speed depen-
dent; for example, ~n the high speed limit, the flow would seem to approach the hull with little
lateral deviation, reducing a in comparison to the low speed limit.o
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The Rays at the Ends

We imagine a bow with a finite entrance angle, a. Oirectly at the bow then the flow direc-
ti on changes discontinuously; i.e. the flow direction~ a , is zero on the streamline approaching
the stern, while it has the angle, ~a , on the hull streamfine itself. In the corner between these
streamlines the angle of the flow t~kes on various angles, 0 < a < a , which depend on how the
corner is approached; i.e. the flow angle, a , at the corner is aOfunction of y, the ray angle at
the corner, see Figure 2.5. What do we knoe, about a (y)? On the hull itself, y = a. On the
approaching streamline, a = 0 and y = 1t. In betweenowe must solve for the flow. As1hr as the
zero Froude number flow i~ concerned, it seems necessary for the flow at the wedge bow to approach
the planar (2 dimensional) wedge flow in the limit of small (thickness/draft). In this case,
which we give as an example, a linear relation exists between a and y:

Wedge bow,
Small (thickness/draft).

a -n
y = [~]a + n

ae 0
[2.9]

This relation can be superimposed on the ray diagram; we given an example in Figure 2.5. The
solution extends between the hull boundary loci. On the upper, ß = a + n/2, and C = O. On the
lower, ß = a + n and C = -q /2. In between there are two distinct values of ß forgeach value of
y 1ess than y , whi chg isa 01 i miti ng val ue and corresponds to a caust i c; so all the waves are
contained with~n, a < y < Ö. In this respect the wave pattern is qualitatively similar to the
Kelvin wave. Notic~ that onc the hull ray, y = a , the wave crests are either normal or parallel
to the hull. In the latter case C = 0 and the ~ave does not therefore penetrate the hull. In
the former case the wave vector is ~rallel to the hull and does not penetrate it either.

This problem of determining the kinematical wave pattern at the bow of a ship emphasizes the
importance of having a better quantitative understanding of the singular flow at ship bows; but at
1east the examp1e here i 11ustrates how knowledge of y(a ) can be used with the ray di agram to
determine the initial wave pattern, ß(y). In addition, sfnce reduction in draft would reduce the
disturbance away from the hull, it seems likely that the planar case is more than an example, but
represents an upper limit, i.e. ao(y)\30 < ao(y)120 and in consequence y(ao)

\30 < y(ao)120'

The limiting ray angle, y , is readily determined by combining y(a ), for example [2.9], with
the locus of the caustics inCthe ray diagram, Figure 2.4. The latteP (we are dealing with the
locus which intercepts the Kelvin far field curve) is:

y = YK + ao [2.10]

where YK is the Kelvin angle, 19.5°. The solution of [2.9] and [2.10] is:

Yc = ae(l - YK/n) + YK [2.11]

We note that y > YK' This relation, [2.11] is given as Figure 2.6. We would expect for ships of
finite draft fhat "the limiting ray, y , would lie between the two curves labeled hull and bowc(theory) .

The same considerations apply at the stern if we ignore the viscous wake. If we assurne the
planar wedge solution there, too, we find:

Wedge Stern
Small thickness/draft

a -/t
Y = - [~]a

ae 0
[2.12]

and the intersection of this relation and the caustic locus gives for the caustics at the stern:

a -n
Yc = [2~ -n] . YK

e
[2.13]

which is also plotted as Figure 2.6. We note that in this case, Yc < YK'

Finally we note that our bow wave results do not at all coincide with the observations of the
"non-dispersive" bow waves of the Tokyo school, see Inui (1980) or Miyata (1980). In their ex-
periments on wedge bows, carried out at speeds between 0.5-1.5 rn/sec. and drafts between 1-15 cm.,
the observed 11shock" angl e i ncreased with draft and with speed. At the lowest speed the observed
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shock angle was far in excess of the predictions here; furthermore as the entrance angle decreased
to zero the shock angle did not appraoch the Kelvin angle but an angle of about 30°; we observe
that for these tests (speed = 50 cm/sec.) the local speeds near the bow may have been too close to
23 cm/sec. the minimum phase speed for capillary gravity waves. At the highest speed (Froude
number based on draft between 1.5-6) the observed shock angles were much reduced, reducing further
with decrease in draft, and did not approach the Kelvin angle as a approached zero. This be-
havior suggests that the "shock" wave observed by Miyata does notC correspond to the limiting
gravity wave (caustic) described here. Additional data <.!,e required at speeds safely above the
capillary regime and at Froude numbers based on draft 0(10 ).

We shall return later at the end of the paper to discuss the vexing problems associated with
the ends of the ship. Meanwhile we explore the implications of the ray theory which we have just
defined, and which have been largely based on the assumptions of Ursell (1960) and Whitham (1961).

The Far Field

We may now proceed to examine in further detail the question of how a displacement ship makes
waves. Our techni que i s i dent i ca 1 to that observed al ready in the case of the moving pressure
patch, although important differences arise in the results.

From each point in the flow outside the ship an elemental radial wave is generated. Of
course this radial wave is distorted in time as the rays from the generation point travel out and
are bent; this effect is taken into account by ray tracing according to [2.1], [2.3], and [2.5].

Again, we take a bundle of rays (bent) corresponding to a far field wave number angle, ß,
originatin9 at an observer point, 5, and width, (s-s')dß, and we represent the resulting plane
wave, d~/dß, at 5, as an integration of the elemental waves along the generator points, s', and
over time, t', see Figure 2.1. The ship is moving from right to left:

d ~

~ (s,t,ß)
dß

t s

= R.J dtl! :0 [A](s-s')i eil\l(s-s';t-t')ds'; [2.15]

where l\I is defined in [2.8] and: dw/dk = d(s-s')/d(t-t')
~

IJ
.

We recognize that the locus, S (ß), on which waves destined for the fixed observer appear,
will va~y with time, t', approachinB the fixed far field observer point, s, as a ray with a fixed
angle, ß. This movement of the locus results from the effect of the displacement flow about the
ship, which is non-stationary in the observers frame.

The function [A] in [2.15] refers, as before, to the spreading function for the wave due to a
concentrated imposition of pressure, PO/po In ~he abs~ry:e of a displacement flow this has the
form, [1.2], which may also be written: [A] = (E)~(s-s') ,where E is proportional to the energy
density at the wave number being considered. The displacement flow allows a mechanism for ex-
change of energy between the wave and the displacement f1ow, resu1ting in changes of E during the
trave1 of the wave group from the hu11 to the far fie1d. The wave resistance is in rea1ity there-
fore manifested both in radiation of wave energy to the far fie1d and in changes in the displace-
ment flow. Here we take the point of view that the energy exchange in the near fie1d does not
significant1y inf1uence the pressure fie1d on the hu11 and that the wave resistance can be ca1-
cu1ated from the far fie1d (pseudo) waves, themse1ves predicted as if energy exchange does not
occur. Of course the pseudo wave amplitude spectrum will not agree with measured spectra, un1ess
the energy exchange happens to3be in~ignificant. In keeping with this point of view, we take [A]
identica1 with [1.2] putting C = C (hu11); this form conserves the initial energy. Fina11y, we
add, the poss i bi 1i ty for preJli ct i ngJ the energy exchange in the near fi e 1d ut il i zi ng ray theory
does exist and cou1d be imp1emented, using the conservation equation of Whitham (1962).

This integral, [2.14], can be represented asymptotica11y (short waves relative
of the f10w fie1d) as a wave arising from the hu11 and perhaps from waves arising in
stationary phase points of l\I(s,t). We neg1ect the latter in the present work; it is
see how they might influence the wave resistance.

In keeping with the earlier discussion, we take the locus, S (ß), to include its reflection
at the hull. We then fi nd, upon i ntegrat i ng by parts over s' a18ng the ent ire 1ocus, that the
dominant term arises from the pressure gradient at the hul1:

to the scale
the water at
difficult to

d ~ t
1 'h~ (s,t,ß) ~ R . f------ 2 J*[V Po][A](s-s*)ie1 dt'

dß p(k*) IJ
IJ

[2.16]
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where

5

h = f k dS"
5* I-'

t

f W dt";
t'

5* represents the intersection of the ray and hull at time t';

and J* represents the jump in the gradient of PD' i . e. (V P )*-(V P )*.
1-"

0
1-"

0
1 1

The direction of

the outgping ray is I-' and the incoming, 1-'.; the latter is determined from the ref1ection condi-
tion on K, see Figure 2.1. Finally, 1

J*[V p ] = ~[cos(I-'*-a*)-cos(I-'~-a*)] + ~ [sin(I-'*-a*) + sin(I-'~-a*)]
I-' 0 oa 0 0 1 0 on 0 0 1 0

[2.17]

where a is direction along the hull and n, normal to it.

The values of I-' . can be determined using [2.1] and the following relation, which fo110ws
from the reflection p~bperty:

(ß~-a*) = 2n - (ß*-a*)
1 0 0 0

[2.18]

The "Oominant" Waves

This integral, [2.14], may be integrated by aP121ying2Kelvin' 5 method of stationary phase,
where the main contribution arises from points where d h/dt' = 0, and also through integration by
parts. The former produces waves which are stronger than the latter at low Froude numbers.

Applying first Ke1vin's method, we can show that

dh/dt' = w - (k ) . ds*/dt'
I-'

so that the stationary phase condition becomes:

[2.19]

ds*/dt' = [w/k ] = [w/k cos(ß*-I-')]
I-'

[2.20]

Stationarity requires that: w/k = -U cosß*, so that the stationary phase condition is:o

ds*/dt' = -U cosß*lcos(ß*-I-') [2.21]o

We have al ready given a relationship for d~ nldt', [1.7], and it applies to the hul1 case too.u,x.

ds*/dt' = U sina*/sin(l-'-a*)o [2.22]

These equations taken together, [2.21-2.22], require:

Either, ß = a* + nl2o [2.23]

or, I-'= O,n [2.24]

In the former case, [2.23], the wave number is normal to the hull boundary exactly as in the
case of the pressure patch, the group velocity is therefore zero, see [2.3], and these waves are
allowable. Therefore in ship coordinates the ray is initially tangent at each point to the hull
(y = a~). This condition is represented in the ray diagram, Figure 2.3, by the upper boundary.

Can these rays, i ni ti a lly tangent at thei r formation, 1eave the hull? The answer 1i es wi th
the first order ray equation, [2.5] and [2.6]. It is easy to verify that the solution for ß along
the ray, with the initial condition, ß* = a* + n12, is everywhere just oßl01 = oa 101, and this
means that the ray is not only tangent to °the hull at its formation, but coinc~dent with it;
therefore none of these waves leave the hull boundar. Keller (1979) had earlier identified these
waves Cg = 0 and a so conclu ed that t ey could not 1eave the hull.
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In the other stationary phase case, [2.19], the ray angle in water coordinates, IJ, is re-
quired to leave the hull parallel to the direction of motion. This leads to two possibilities.
First, at astagnation foint, then tan IJ* = 0, see [2.1], whi1e the ray angle, y*, can take on a
range of va1ues, a* < y < y , as we have discussed in a previous section: The Rays at the Ends.
Second, in the absgnce of a Cstagnat ion poi nt, the se 1ected rays wi 11 emerge from the hull in the
horizontal direction; i.e. y = O. This is not possib1e on the forepart of the hu11 as these rays
will pierce the hu11, but it is possib1e over apart of the stern.

The wave number direction, ß*, for these aft waves is given by, see [2.1]:

tan a* = sinß*cosß*
o [1+cos2ß*]

[2.25]

which is represented in the ray diagram, Figure 2.3, by the intersection of the curves ao = const.
and the horizontal axis (y = 0). Notice that all values of ß from n/2 to n are represented, two
for each va1ue of a smal1er than zero and larger than -20°, which represents a 1imiting va1ue
and is a caustic (d>y/dß = 0). This is the spectrum created on the upper aft part of the ship.

As these rays move aft in the water behind the ship, their angle changes according to the ray
diagram. We wou1d expect them to trave1 upward (a increasing toward zero) from the horizontal
axis (y = 0) a10ng a trajectory which must be deter~ined from ray tracing, terminating in the far
fie1d on the Kelvin boundary (a = 0). Of course the final va1ue of ß on the ray, i.e. ß, will
generally be different from thJ> initial va1ue, ß*, and must be determined by ray tracing. The
same remark app1ies, too, in the case of the end waves. .

The Aft Waves: Their Strength

Upon app1ying Ke1vin's formu1a, [1.7], to the far fie1d wave integral, [2.16], the strength
of the aft waves may be obtained. The far fie1d wave takes the form:

d ~ C J*i . [h ' /4 h"]~ (s,t,ß) ~ R . {p 1 . e1 +n sgn }
dß pg~n cos2ß h" ~ x*

[2.26]

where the entire term is to be eva1uated at the hu11 at a particu1ar 10cation, say x*, where x* is
the distance aft of the bow, and is reached by the ray in time t' (x*) = x*/U , where we put
t'(O) = O. Of course the va1ue a*(x*) must be allowab1e, i.e. -20° < a* < O. ~e can ca1cu1ate
g"(1J = 0) as follows: 0 0

s
h = f k ds"

s*(x*) IJ

t
f w dt"
x*/Uo

[2.27]

h' = 0 = -k[(s*)'cos(ß-IJ)+U cosß]o

therefore, ( s* ) ' = -U andIJ=O 0'

h"(IJ=O) = -k[(s*)"cosß-U (1J')sinß]o [2.28]

but,
cosa

*" - - U 2.. IJ'(5 )"-0 - 0 slna..- 0
[2.29]

and, fina11y, using [2.24], and dlJ/dt' = -U dlJ/dx:o

2kU 2
h"(IJ=O)= - ~ dlJ/dxslnß [2.30]

In the far fie1d,
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g ~ [ks-wt] + ~(x*) [2.31]

where ~ is a phase function which must be determined by ray tracing, after combining [2.31] and
[2.26]. Using this resu1t, [2.31], the amplitude function corresponding to [2.25] becomes (we
have non-dimensiona1ized everything):

Amp(ß)
(F

L
)3 (q cos(ß-ao))2(sinß)~

- . i[$-n/4 sgn a~/ax] J~ { 0
2 ~

[J]le
x*- ~ cos ß a~/ax

[2.32]

where a~/ax can be ca1cu1ated by differentiating [2.1]. A 1engthy ca1culation arises involving
the necessity to determine aao/ax and aß/ax. The former is known from the displacement field and
the 1atter is determined from [2.6], the ray formu1a. We have to recognize that a caustic may
exist (a~/ax = 0) in which case the p waves must be substituted for the s waves, see [1.7], and
the wave becomes 10cally stronger. Obvious1y these a3t waves need further detailed (and numer-
ica1) study. Fina11y we note that these waves are O(FL ).

The Point of the Bow

We mean by thi s phrase, the hull-water i ntersect ion in the mid-p 1ane of the shi p. Gur ray
theory predicts two possible sources of waves immediate1y at the bow or stern (x* = 0): i) in the
case where qo(O) = 0, then a fan of waves corresponding to ~ = 0 will arise (provided astagnation
point exists t~ere), whose strength is given by [2.27] appropriate1y eva1uated at the bowj these
waves a4e 0(F1 )j ii) waves arising from integration by parts over the hu11, giving rise to waves
of O(Fj ) who~e strength also depends on J*(x*), i.e. on the pressure gradients in the displace-
ment frow at the point of the bowj thus this wave does not depend on the existence of astagnation
point there. These waves can readily be ca1cu1ated in a similar manner as in the case of the
pressure patch, but we do not carry out the calculation here.

The asymptotic theory of bow waves thus predicts that the energy release depends entirely on
f10w quantities (including their gradients) eva1uated immediate1y at the point of the bow. This
is the resu1t of Keller (1979). Nowwe can even propose formu1ae for the wave amplitude. But in
what situation does this p1ace us?

We have assumed so far that normal wave theory app1ies: that wave energy propagates with the
group velocity advected with the displacement flow, that the group velocity is 1/2 the phase
velocity and that waves are conserved. Under what conditions does such theory app1y? In connec-
tion with the singular region near the bow, the conc1usions of K. Eggers (1981) are important. He
claims a regi9n ~ear the bow of the double model f10w where waves cannot exist. It corresponds to
the region (q) < 1/3. Gther than his investigation, the question of the va1idity of normal
assumptions iR regions of small local flow scales does not seem to have been systematically
studied.

Here we take the point of view that for such theory to apply, the wave lengths in the_iield
must be smaller than the local scale of the velocity field. We scale the former with k and

1 -1 -2 -2latter with (-- aq /ar) . Rememberthat k ~ gCg ~ g q
o '

see [2.3], so that:
qo 0

~ 2----
~

~ (FL) apO/ar ~ a~o/ar [2. 14]

where p = p/pU 2, r = r/L, ~ =~ /L. Therefore, we would conclude that this asymptotic theory
appl ies providRd that the sl%pes °of the elevation, ~ , which drives the waves are sufficiently
sma11. 0

However, in ray theory the entire energy release at the bow depends on conditions immediately
at the point of the bow. What is the speed and wave slope in the displacement flow at this point?
In particular, is the wave slope small? Are we even able to predict it with existing theories?

In the case of high Froude number based on draft, the situation near a blunt bow was
authoritatively discussed by Fernandez (1981) incorporating an inner flow comprising a jet, first
proposed by Oagan and Tulin (1972). In the case of low Froude number we have available only the
suggestion of the naive Froude number expansion, and even in this case we do not have, as far as I
know, actual numerical solutions for practical bow shapes such as wedges alone and wedges incor-
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porating bu1bs, which we know have a profound effect on the flow at the bow; see, for examp1e,
Sharma (1966).

It has in fact been generally proposed to base "low speed" theories inc1uding ray theory on a
displacement f10w ca1cuvated according to the naive Froude number eXRansion. In this case we are
forced to have a stagnation point at zero Froude number and q - r , where n = 1 if the bow is
b1unt (a = n12) and n < 1 for other wedges (for p1anar flowg n = a In-a). We thus fac~ the
vexing sPtuation that, based on the double model flow, either V~ (secön~ o~der) - Vp - Vq ~ 0
at the point of sufficient1y b1unt bows [no wave energy releaseOto O(F )] or that vR is gingu-
"lar, in which case the ray theory does not apply. We are therefore forted to the conc9usion that
ray theory based on ~ to second order is not useful. Whether the stagnation point and the singu-
lar behavior (q - r') is removedin ~he second order displacement f10w remains to be seen; this
wou1d only caus~ a change in ~o at O(FL).

Is the naive Froude number expansion even app1icab1e (uniform1y convergent) in the neighbor-
hood of the poi nt of the bow? There exi sts a good chance that i t i s not. I say that because in
nature it is normal on wedge models, see Standing (1974), to find the highest point on the free
surface at some di stance aft of the poi nt of the bow (as Miche 111s theory predi cts! ); i s i t
possib1e that this behavior is re21ected at ~ Froude numbers on a scale near the bow which
decreases with speed, perhaps as U , creating an inner f10w at the point of the bow for which the
naive Froude number expansion is aR outer f1ow?

Finally we seem to face two possibilities. Either: a) the slopes are sufficient1y small at
the point of the bow that ray theory is applicab1e and can be used, provided that the displacement
fl ow there i s known, or b) the usua 1 ray theory, for one reason or another, i s not app 1i cab 1e
there. In either case we still have before us to understand, the question how a ship hull
generates waves in the asymptotic limit of sma11 Froude number.

Conc1uding Remarks

Using the same procedure for the calcu1ation of the far fie1d spectrum as in the case of the
pressure patch, we have shown again that in asymptotic theory the boundary of the ship generates
waves; for an observer above the hu11 only the upper side of the hu11 can generate waves. One set
of these waves must have their wave vectors normal to the shipls hu11, just as in the case of the
pressure patch. However, because of the condition that the displacement flow follows the ship
hu11 these waves have zero group velocity. They therefore propagate on a ray in ship coordinates
tangent to the shipl s hull and cannot leave the hull. These results are the same as those of
Keller (1979). Another set of waves 1eave the aft portion of- the hull on rays initially parallel
to the ship's path, provided that the inc1ination of the hu11 is not steeper than -20°. Wepro-
vide formu1ae for ca1cu1ating the strength of these waves which are in general both transverse and
divergent. In principa1 this set of waves inc1udes a fan at the bow (or stern) provided that a
stagnation point exists at the point of the bow; the strength of these waves depends entirely on
the gradient of the pressure (elevation) in the displacement at that point, see Figure 2.7. We
conc1 ude that our present know1edge i s i nadequate ei ther to know whether the convent i ona 1 ray
theory is valid near the ends of the hu11 or if it is, to use it effective1y.

We have also examined the geometry of the wave f10w which cou1d be expected in the vicinity
of a wedge bow or stern, uti1zing ray theory. A 1imiting ray angle is found which correspond to
the Kelvin angle (19.5°) for vanishing entrance angle, and increases 1inear1y at the bow with
increasing entrance ang1es; it is not dependent on the f10w speed, except through changes in the
displacement f'low. At the stern we find a 1imiting ray angle which increases very slow1y from the
Kelvin angle (and not 1inear1y) with the stern angle.

We hope these resu1ts will he1p in future efforts to provide an adequate understanding of the
difficu1t question: how do ships generate waves?
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FIGURE 1.1 WAVEMAKING BY APRESSURE PATCH
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FIGURE 1.2 BOUNDARY WAVE GENERATION
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FIGURE 1.3 THE MICHELL SHIP (SCHEMATIC)
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FIGURE 2.2 RAY AND OTHER DEFINITIONS
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FIGURE 2.4 HULL BOUNDARYt CAUSTIC LIMITS
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FIGURE 2.7 ASYMPTOTIC SHIP WAVE SYSTEM (SCHEMATIC)
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